high-cApAcitY mAg
MAG5-60 (60 ROUNDS)

DESCRIPTION

SureFire High-Capacity Magazines enhance a warfighter’s ability to
put more rounds downrange with fewer reloads, a tactical advantage,
particularly in an ambush situation. MAG5-60 is compatible with M4/
M16/AR-15 variants and other firearms that accept STANAG 4179
magazines. Constructed from Mil-Spec hard-anodized aluminum, this
next-generation high-cap mag feature non-crimped, fully welded bodies
that improve feeding by reducing bullet bounce and improve reliability
for use with the FN SCAR. A flat-wire, two-column spring also provides
more consistent feeding by reducing projectile bounce and improves
bolt-catch performance. These improvements, along with optimal
geometry, non-binding coil springs, and ingenious nesting polymer
followers make the next-generation MAG5-60 a valuable additions to
any warfighter’s or peacekeeper’s kit.
FEATURES
¼ Simple design; does not require lubricants
¼ Improved feeding and reliability from non-crimped, fully welded body
¼ Patent pending design and high-quality flat-wire/two-column springs
prevent binding, fatigue, breakage, and feeding issues
¼ Only 1.66” thick, less than two standard magazines clipped together
¼ Fits in most dual-mag pouches (MAG5-60)
¼ May remain loaded for extended periods of time without
causing springs to fatigue
¼ Fit any firearm that accepts AR-15/M16-type mags; meet
STANAG 4179 specifications
¼ Fully loaded 60 round magazines are easily seated in the
weapon with the bolt forward
¼ Backed by SureFire’s No-Hassle Guarantee

PART# / UPC

SPECIFICATIONS

HIGH-CAPACITY MAGAZINE (60 ROUNDS)
CALIBER

5.56 NATO/.223 Remington

LENGTH

8.7” (22.1 cm)

WEIGHT (empty)

6.4 oz (181 g)

WEIGHT (full)

2.0 lbs (907 g)

BOX CONSTRUCTION

Mil-Spec hard-anodized aluminum

FOLLOWERS

Nylon

MAG5-60

084871315814

*Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
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